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EZ+ Equine Treatment for Scratches and Thrush 

SCRATCHES 
 
Scratches is a term used referring to a skin condition effecting lower legs of horses caused by 
fungus or bacteria and possibly a combination of both organisms most prevalent on pastern 
and fetlock   These organisms thrive in just such environments.  There are many treatments 
that have shown very little effectiveness on these organisms related to scratches using cutting 
edge technology.  After years of trials and testing, Animal Product Technologies has the an-
swer to this long time problem with their scratches formulations.  This formulation has broad 
spectrum effectiveness it makes no difference whether infectious cells are bacterial, fungal or 
viral the oxygen activated formula easily deactivates anaerobic bacteria.  The way it works is it 
oxidizes the cell wall of bacteria causing it to lyses or bleed out.  Does not poison cell, but 
rather it shuts down it’s metabolic process with no chance of chemical mutation or developing 
a more resistant strain of organism.  Our formula contains natural anti-inflammatory compo-
nents that reduce pain and swelling, penetrates the tissue continuing to deactivate fungus and 
bacteria to other infectious problems.  Softens skin making it less prone to cracking.  Also, sof-
tening scabs for easy removal.  Highly effective.  Safe and easy to use. 
 
THRUSH 
 
Thrush is a bacteria or fungal infection of the frog.  It survives without the presents of oxygen.  
Thrives in moist, high organic areas such as wet stalls or stagnant water.  When bacteria 
comes in contact with frog it attaches itself to the outer tissue.  It can then penetrate the vas-
cular tissue called the digital cushion.  When this occurs there is a black puss and pungent 
odor.  If treated early, thrush can be deactivated easily.  If not treated it can cause lameness 
and horse will be rendered out of commission.  EZ+ Equine Treatment’s unique broad spec-
trum formulation easily deactivates the organisms associate with thrush eliminating odor and 
infectious bacterial or fungal elements that effect the horses health keeping sole pliable and 
free of disease.  Fast, safe and easy to use. 
 
SCRATCHES AND THRUSH PRODUCT 
 
EZ+ Equine Treatment for Scratches and Thrush is used by Farriers, Ranchers-Horsemen, and 
Veterinarian’s throughout the Western States for the past two years.  Benefits: no shaving of 
leg or wrapping required, no odor or color can be used on show horses.  Effective on both 
bacteria and fungi.  Non mutagenic / non toxic / no dermal irritating.  Relieves pain and swell-
ing.  Cost effective, biologically safe, environmentally safe.  Provides quick and effective solu-
tions for hoof and leg infections. 
 
Endorsed by Veterinarian’s. 


